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I. Summary 

 

From the past to the present, Thailand has been facing an air pollution crisis, especially 

Bangkok. According to Nation Thailand news, Bangkok ranked the 7th worst city of air quality in 

the world. The problem has very high impacts on the local population. However, due to the 

pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019, Bangkok, which is the capital city of Thailand, was locked 

down. All avoidable activities were prohibited since increasing infection cases. This report focuses 

on a comparison of air pollution between before and during COVID-19 situation of Bangkok. As 

the Thai government had a new announcement to increase a higher concentration of social 

distancing starting from March 22nd, 2020. The two data were corrected from February and March 

before and after the city was locked down. In addition, the measurement of particulate matter (PM 

2.5), which is an air pollutant that affects people’s health with its high level, is a criterion of this 

report. Moreover, the project script demonstrates the use of python script organization such as 

Create Feature Layer, Definition Query, Create and Use Table Views, Search, and Insert, and 

Mapping Module. 

 



II. Purpose 

 

During the COVID-19 pandemic disease, many cities in the world were locked down. It 

means that the people could not go outside, and they had to be quarantined. Because using all 

public transportations decreasingly at the same time, some big cities in the world had better air 

quality reports, especially Bangkok. The purpose of the project is to compare data of Bangkok city 

between the usual situation of the city or before the city was locked down (Feb. 25th, 2020) with 

the date after (March 22nd, 2020). To perform the appropriate data with Python scripting 

application, the project will create a new standalone join table to provide useful data used for other 

projects and will make a join attributes table and a new feature class for performing data later. 

Last, it will use the symbology process to perform different data in February and March.   

 

III. The Geoprocessing Tasks 

 

1) Creating Variables  

After the project was decided to use Mapping Module, it had to import the mapping 

Module because the project will work to access DefinitionQuery and 

GraduatedColorSymbology (arcpy.mapping) at the end of processing. The script is below:  

  

import arcpy, sys, traceback, datetime 

from arcpy.mapping import * 

  

Besides, environmental workspace (arcpy.env.workspace) and outpath (.gdb) had to 

be set up for input and output data. In this project, I also set up datapath which will be used 

for mapping Module, so results had to be saved in mxd filed in a folder. Moreover, the 



appropriate variables had to be prepared for every step that it can avoid error messages 

when the script was run.  

2) Creating a new standalone table of Bangkok’s air pollution for using in other 

projects with Creating and Using Cursors and Table Joins 

(1) Creating a new standalone table  

Because one of the project’s purposes was to provide useful data using for 

other projects in the future, creating a new standalone table which would be recorded 

the air pollution reported data of Bangkok can archive the goal. Therefore, using 

arcpy.CreateTable_management would create a new standalone table for this project. 

(2) Creating the AddField routines and Creating a list of these fields 

After a standalone table has existed, the script needed to be created in the 

table’s fields. However, we could choose the important record that we wanted to put 

them in the table. Thus, adding more fields to a new standalone table would be created 

by arcpy.AddField_management. Importantly, we needed to set the data type for each 

field correctly. According to the project, there were 15 fields were created. To create 

a list of these fields, arcpy.AddField_management (aList = [“*”]) would be used with 

using the same fields of the previous step.  

(3) Creating List Indexes for Bangkok feature and air pollution table 

Even creating indexes was an optional step, the project would process 

ListIndexs to get a list of its indexes. In this case, using arcpy.ListIndexes script to 

list the indexes of Bangkok feature and air pollution table would help operations to 

perform joined table quicker. 

 (4) Creating a feature layer and a table view 

Because we needed to use a layer and a table view to access the Addjoin 

process, this step was to make a feature layer from the Bangkok feature class using 

arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management script and to made a table view from the air 

pollution table using arcpy.MakeTableView_management script.  



(5) Setting the data and Creating the AddJoin routine 

The arcpy.AddJoin_management script of the Addjoin routine would be 

used to combine two attributes tables, which were from the Bangkok layer and the 

air pollution standalone table. To join two tables, we needed to choose the field that 

had same values to connect the tables. In this case, the “FIRST_AP_IDN" field from 

Bangkok layer and the "DIST_IDN" field from the air pollution table view had the 

same values and would be used in this step.  

After that, we would print out a list of fields from Bangkok layer that would 

let us to know the field that will used for the Insert Cursor later. 

 (6) Creating the Insert Cursor 

The filed list from the Bangkok feature and the air pollution table was used 

to create the Insert Cursor by using “with arcpy.da.InsertCursor” script. 

 (7) Creating the Search Cursor 

Before creating the Search Cursor, the script had to create a query to only 

process the rows where FIRST_AP_IDN and DIST_IDN were the same. Then, the 

Search Cursor would be created by using arcpy.da.SearchCursor. Accordingly, the 

query for Search Cursor is following the script below: 

query = Bagkok_fc + '.FIRST_AP_IDN = ' + air_tab 

 (8) Creating Insert Routine 

By using only one script for this process, irows.insertRow would be used to 

access Insert Routine with the same list of 15 fields in the Search Cursor step. 

(9) Checking output feature class exists and Creating Copy Features routine 

To check the output feature has already existed, the script can be simply 

used as below: 

if arcpy.Exists(out_BKK_feature): 

arcpy.Delete_management(out_BKK_feature) 

  To copy the output feature, the script can be simply used as below: 



arcpy.CopyFeatures_management(Bagkok_fc, out_BKK_feature ) 

(10) Removing the join, irows, and srows 

The join, irows, and srows can be removed by using the script which are 

arcpy.RemoveJoin_management, del irows, and del srow, srows respectively.  

 

3) Creating AddJoin Table to a new Bangkok feature layer and performing Bangkok 

area with Definition Query  

The purpose of this process was to provide the attribute join table in the Bangkok 

feature layer. Before that, the new layer would be created by joining the table from the 

Bangkok air pollution standalone table, which has the air pollution data of Bangkok. The 

layer was created from the same Bangkok featured class in the previous process; however, 

it would contain the data of two tables in its layer besides creating a new table. By using 

arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management and arcpy.AddJoin_management, the process 

would create a new feature layer that contained the attribute join. 

Before displaying the Bangkok features in map document, the script had to access 

an ArcMap Document and set up the appropriate variables for a definition query firstly. In 

this case, the variable was from the field in the attribute join table of the Bangkok layer. 

The definition query was following the script below: 

# Specify the MXD project and dataframe and layer file 

mxd = MapDocument(datapath + 'Final_Project.mxd') 

df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxd, "Layers")[0] 

# Set up variables 

field = '"Thailand_1"'  

value = "'Bangkok'" 

# Concatenate query syntax 

queryStr = str(field) + "=" + str(value)  



# Assign the existing definition query 

for lyr in arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd, "", df):  

        if lyr.supports("DEFINITIONQUERY"): 

            lyr.definitionQuery = queryStr 

 

4) Using Graduated Color Symbology to perform different PM2.5 data between 

February and March 2020 

 To perform the differences of data appropriately, the project used 

GraduatedColorSymbology in arcpy.mapping to create the different performances of data 

such as, symbology type, value field, number of classes, class break values, class break 

labels, and save the data into the map (mxd). PM 2.5 information of February and March 

were used to compare their differences; however, their layers did not show the color, but 

just only can read the data by python script. 

 

IV. Summary of Difficulties and Issues 

 

While I was working on this project, I faced a lot of difficulties that challenged me. The 

first difficulty started from the first beginning of the process when I wanted to import 

“arcpy.mapping” because I need to use Mapping Module to process the script. I found that it was 

not able to be imported in IDLE of ArcGIS Pro, so I tried to import it in IDLE of ArcMap instead, 

and it worked well. Second, the issue was from Null Values in the attributes table of a feature 

class. Because the standalone attributes table, which I have gotten from the Thai government’s 

website, lacked some data information, the attributes table provided the Null Values. The problem 

occurred when I used the attribute join to combine PM 2.5 data into a feature class, and the null 

data had shown zero value. The last problem is I would like to perform the most appropriate data 

of PM 2.5 to show how differences of two months, but I could not process the color scheme of 

graduated color symbology class. This would be my future challenge. 


